
Powerful Dictation Gold 1 解答 

Day 1 Exercise 1 

1. soul  

2. score  

3. pole  

4. charity  

5. kingdom  

6. wealth 

7. resistance  

8. penalty  

9. dispute  

10. laboratory  

11. agriculture  

12. arrival  

13. decline  

14. illness  

15. muscle  

  



Day 2 Exercise 1 

1. dig  

2. eliminate  

3. ease  

4. crashed  

5. differ  

6. participate  

7. suspended  

8. cited  

9. squeezed  

10. cancel  

11. inspired  

12. evaluate  

13. wipe  

14. disturbed  

15. seized  

  



Day 3 Exercise 1 

1. self  

2. discovery  

3. furniture  

4. angle  

5. tendency  

6. personality  

7. ratio  

8. phenomenon  

9. governor  

10. creatures  

11. frequency  

12. reputation  

13. promotion  

14. qualifications  

15. symptoms  

  



Day 4 Exercise 1 

1. apart  

2. mostly  

3. moreover  

4. heavily  

5. rapidly  

6. originally  

7. definitely  

8. occasionally  

9. firmly  

10. precisely  

11. similarly  

12. deeply  

13. specifically  

14. perfectly  

15. briefly  

  



Day 5 Exercise 1 

1. novel  

2. lane  

3. emotions  

4. landscape  

5. scope  

6. guy  

7. emergency  

8. philosophy  

9. producer  

10. certificate  

11. chips  

12. suit  

13. infection  

14. paragraph  

15. substances  

  



Day 6 Exercise 1 

1. careless  

2. crowded  

3. convenient  

4. magnificent  

5. explicit  

6. sole  

7. sheer  

8. unexpected  

9. biological  

10. painful  

11. uncertain  

12. mechanical  

13. aggressive  

14. intelligent  

15. subtle  

 

  



Day 7 Exercise 1 

1. castle  

2. hero  

3. cycle  

4. essay  

5. warning  

6. purchases  

7. tourists  

8. survival  

9. potential  

10. conservation  

11. discipline  

12. mixture  

13. disaster  

14. retirement  

15. darkness  

 

   



Day 8 Exercise 1 

1. willed  

2. dare  

3. overcame  

4. prayed  

5. encountered  

6. conveys  

7. rewarded  

8. witness  

9. reversed  

10. spit  

11. posed  

12. devised  

13. overlooked 

14. educate  

15. fled  

 

  



Day 9 Exercise 1 

1. climate  

2. poet  

3. rent  

4. core  

5. mission  

6. disks  

7. peak  

8. indication  

9. earnings  

10. consent  

11. preference  

12. poverty  

13. permission  

14. abuse  

15. province  

  



Day 10 Exercise 1 

1. amazing  

2. delicate  

3. crazy  

4. lonely  

5. casual  

6. neat  

7. decent  

8. harsh  

9. superior  

10. spare  

11. financially  

12. chronic  

13. fierce  

14. precious  

15. excessive  

  



Day 11 Exercise 1 

1. passion  

2. pace  

3. talent  

4. personnel  

5. rays  

6. guidance  

7. chamber  

8. storage  

9. formula  

10. dimensions  

11. burden  

12. draft  

13. enthusiasm  

14. fortune  

15. mill  

  



Day 12 Exercise 1 

1. marched  

2. breed  

3. twisted  

4. leaped  

5. exceed  

6. drifting  

7. swore  

8. begged  

9. stimulate  

10. devote  

11. plead  

12. abolished  

13. equip  

14. slammed  

15. floats  

  



Day 13 Exercise 1 

1. economics  

2. leisure  

3. childhood  

4. consultation  

5. merchant  

6. confusion  

7. anger  

8. fabrics  

9. intelligence  

10. determination  

11. replacement  

12. intervals  

13. proof  

14. percentage  

15. satisfaction  

  



Day 14 Exercise 1 

1. mild  

2. mature  

3. handsome  

4. smart  

5. brave  

6. steep  

7. random  

8. horrible  

9. classic  

10. damp  

11. notable  

12. intellectual  

13. neutral  

14. splendid  

15. peaceful  

  



Day 15 Exercise 1 

1. witness  

2. excitement  

3. lover  

4. prisoner  

5. summit  

6. limitations  

7. universe  

8. mystery 

9. remark  

10. corridor  

11. specialist  

12. admission  

13. weaknesses  

14. journal  

15. strain  

  



Day 16 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. the soul is immortal 

2. The final score  

3. A power pole fell down 

4. is collected for charity 

5. Sweden is a kingdom 

6. acquired great wealth 

7. escapee made no resistance 

8. penalty for this crime  

9. dispute over who painted this 

10. His laboratory was filled with  

11. chief industry is agriculture 

12. arrival of the train was delayed 

13. decline in the town's population 

14. because of his illness 

15. My muscles were so sore  

  



Day 17 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. Turtles dig holes in the sand  

2. eliminate unnecessary expense 

3. ease the pain in your stomach 

4. crashed into the guardrail 

5. Our opinions differ greatly 

6. I could participate in the tournament 

7. The game was suspended  

8. often cited in textbooks 

9. squeezed some toothpaste onto 

10. no choice but to cancel 

11. were inspired by his speech 

12. evaluate cultures by the same standards 

13. a handkerchief to wipe his mouth 

14. noise in the street disturbed  

15. seized his mother's hand 

  



Day 18 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. put his whole self into  

2. The discovery of a new medicine  

3. had little furniture 

4. from a different angle 

5. tendency to shrink if it gets wet 

6. has a double personality 

7. in the ratio of one to three 

8. not a new phenomenon 

9. The governor promised  

10. Dolphins are amazing creatures 

11. The frequency of car accidents 

12. good reputation as a doctor 

13. didn't get the promotion 

14. has qualifications for teaching English 

15. symptoms of allergies 

  



Day 19 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. Keep those two dogs apart 

2. mostly out on Sundays 

3. moreover, it's affordable 

4. weigh heavily on him 

5. disease spread rapidly throughout 

6. originally quite small 

7. definitely go to that event 

8. Can you occasionally check on  

9. bookshelf firmly on the floor 

10. precisely where the pain is 

11. similarly advised to hire  

12. deeply moved by the song 

13. specifically asked you to serve her 

14. conscience is perfectly clear 

15. briefly what happened 

 

  



Day 20 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. novel is by an Indian  

2. a small lane that leads to 

3. program will stir the emotions of  

4. viewing the landscape from 

5. enlarge my scope of duties 

6. guy entering the corner store 

7. only in an emergency 

8. My philosophy is to live for  

9. as an oil producer 

10. The certificate shows  

11. some chocolate chips 

12. a suit against the company 

13. infection treated at the hospital 

14. a new paragraph here 

15. substances does it consist of 

  



Day 21 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. made a careless mistake 

2. crowded bus finally reached  

3. dishwasher is very convenient 

4. from the airplane was magnificent 

5. explicit instructions 

6. his sole reason for  

7. won by sheer luck 

8. An unexpected problem  

9. biological research at a university 

10. on his leg was painful 

11. I was uncertain if I would succeed 

12. due to mechanical failure 

13. must be aggressive to succeed 

14. are intelligent animals 

15. between the two is very subtle 

 

  



Day 22 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. allowed in the castle 

2. a national her 

3. stages of our business cycle 

4. short essay on food culture 

5. ignored the policeman's warning 

6. made many purchases 

7. a group of tourists today  

8. Your survival of that accident  

9. the potential for growth. 

10. donate money to wildlife conservation 

11. The discipline of children 

12. dough is a mixture of eggs 

13. fire was a great disaster 

14. huge party for his retirement 

15. was in complete darkness 

 

  



Day 23 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. willed himself to relax 

2. dare to reject the proposal 

3. overcame the difficulties 

4. prayed for God's forgiveness 

5. encountered many problems  

6. conveys oil across  

7. I rewarded him for  

8. witness the accident 

9. coat can be reversed 

10. spit on the ground 

11. posed for the photographer 

12. devised a system that controlled 

13. have overlooked something important 

14. a difficult task to educate children 

15. fled from the burning house 

 

  



Day 24 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. The climate here  

2. my favorite poet 

3. the rent for this room 

4. The inner part of the earth's core 

5. My mission was to secure  

6. floppy disks are not so common 

7. at the peak of his fame 

8. no indication of his interest in the job 

9. His annual earnings doubled  

10. gave his consent to the plan 

11. His preference is for coffee 

12. in poverty all his life 

13. without permission 

14. The abuse of power  

15. outside their province 

  



Day 25 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. an amazing amount of money 

2. lace is very delicate 

3. idea was crazy 

4. feeling lonely lately 

5. to wear casual clothes 

6. keep your room neat 

7. The room was decent  

8. was given a harsh punishment 

9. superior in quality 

10. get some spare tires  

11. is financially secure 

12. a chronic disease 

13. fierce sibling rivalry 

14. taken up your precious time 

15. Excessive smoking can harm 

  



Day 26 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. great passion for Japanese art 

2. stepped back a pace  

3. much talent for music 

4. All personnel were present  

5. the energy of the sun's rays 

6. under his guidance 

7. contact your local chamber of  

8. prohibits the storage of  

9. no easy formula for success 

10. the dimensions of this window 

11. bore the burden of caring for  

12. a draft of the plan on 

13. much enthusiasm about the plan 

14. left a big fortune 

15. coffee mill grinds beans  

  



Day 27 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. marched along the street 

2. breed quickly 

3. twisted pieces of straw into 

4. leaped from stone to stone  

5. exceed London in population 

6. was drifting down the river 

7. couple swore at each other 

8. begged for change 

9. People stimulate the economy  

10. devote their free time to practice 

11. I will never plead with him 

12. have abolished the death penalty 

13. equip their laboratory  

14. slammed the door 

15. floats on water 

  



Day 28 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. major is economics 

2. have no time for leisure 

3. remember my happy childhood 

4. offers free tax consultation 

5. made a living selling sheep hide 

6. words led to confusion 

7. anger got him into 

8. stitched the fabrics together 

9. intelligence is widely recognized 

10. His determination to marry her  

11. replacement for a broken car windshield 

12. at intervals of three meters 

13. some proof of his innocence 

14. The percentage of women in this profession  

15. expressed her satisfaction 

  



Day 29 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. meek and mild 

2. mature for his age 

3. a handsome man 

4. a smart guy 

5. The brave firefighter saved a baby 

6. happen on this steep hill 

7. There was a random killing of innocent  

8. saw a horrible accident  

9. classic tale of good  

10. hung the damp laundry out  

11. The most notable difference  

12. wife is very intellectual 

13. someone neutral to be the judge 

14. What a splendid idea 

15. take part in peaceful protests 

  



Day 30 フレーズ Exercise 1 

1. witness to the murder 

2. cried in excitement 

3. Her latest lover 

4. prisoner waited to be sentenced 

5. the summit before dark 

6. knows her own limitations 

7. to have made the universe 

8. disappearance is a mystery 

9. Don't make rude remarks  

10. a stack of books in the corridor 

11. a specialist in Oriental history 

12. an admission of guilt 

13. strengths and weaknesses 

14. a medical journal 

15. puts a lot of strain on 


